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Liquefied natural gas (LNG) is gaining increased significance throughout the world, creating niche market opportunities for 
small-to-mid-scale LNG producers due to the economics of serving regional trade routes and their efficiencies in loading 
tanker trucks, 40-ft intermodal ISO containers and small LNG tankers. LNG producers can bring low cost power via small 
LNG cargoes to regions not connected by pipeline. 

The distribution starting points are LNG terminals connected to liquefaction plants. This connected infrastructure plays a 
decisive role for the niche LNG value chain. Eagle LNG’s small coastal liquefaction, storage and loading facilities represent 
fresh, new designs for terminal and shore-side bunkering operations, as well as for loading small LNG tankers and FEU ISO 
LNG containers.1

At present, there are close to 70 LNG terminals worldwide. Among these, facilities such as the currently operating Eagle 
LNG Maxville Facility and the Eagle LNG Jacksonville Export Facility expected to start up in 2022 offer significant value. 
They are stimulating demand as the market becomes aware of their compelling economics for supplying marine and inland 
customers with small-scale deliveries. 

In comparison, new mega-LNG facilities are typically locked into long-term contracts. Small LNG plants are designed to 
serve niche markets, including providing IMO 2020 compliant marine fuel for ocean going vessels; meeting peak shaving 
demand; and serving a growing regional export market, such as the Caribbean islands. Eagle LNG can deliver directly from 
its docks to these markets. 

In addition, drawing in bankers and investors are markets that can be better served by small-to-moderate capacity LNG 
facilities where the end-users are more comfortable with relatively short-term contracts. The prospects of a government ruling 
allowing LNG shipment by rail is also drawing the interest of prospective partners in the domestic U.S. market.
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As worldwide liquefaction capacity continues expanding, strategically positioned 
LNG operations serving small-volume demand end-users offer the best netbacks



PROCESS DESIGN FLEXIBILITY

PROXIMITY TO MARKETS
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Different liquefaction processes have been developed for small-scale LNG (ssLNG) facilities, with the main differences 
seen in the type of refrigeration cycles used. These processes can be broadly classified into two groups: mixed refrigerant 
(MR) processes and cascade liquefaction processes (using pure components as refrigerants). Cascade processes are more 
suitable for small to mid-scale LNG facilities. 

In addition, ssLNG plants based on the simple-to-operate nitrogen expansion cycle has recently enjoyed a resurgence for 
quickly bringing LNG to market ---- a key driver for project success. Small-scale LNG project challenges encountered during 
the previous decade have been overcome by using modularization principles to facilitate simplicity, and flexible operational 
and maintenance strategies. 

For comparison, the MR cycle at the heart of the liquefaction process consists of an electric or gas turbine-driven compressor 
with a single-suction scrubber, after-cooler, cold box and separator. The costs for building ssLNG plants, such as Eagle LNG’s 
Jacksonville 1.65 million gpd facility can be built at an estimated $500 million cost rather than billions, with construction 
taking 30 months, compared to 10 years for world-scale facilities.

Smaller LNG production facilities and terminals make them ideal for sites near restricted routes that must adhere to IMO 
2020 emissions requirements and relatively short trade routes, keeping them close to customers and the point of use. The 
Maxville terminal, for example, supplies LNG for bunkering operations between Florida and Puerto Rico. Ship owners have 
a strong financial incentive to use bunkering terminals supplying LNG instead of marine gas oil. In addition, LNG delivered 
to foreign markets is expected to remain between $7.50 and $14.00 /MMBtu throughout the decade.2 

While there is no industry-wide accepted definition of what constitutes a small-scale vessel carrying LNG, the maximum 
capacity of these ships is typically around 30,000 to 40,000 m3, as compared with a large-scale LNG carrier with a 
capacity of approximately 160,000 to 170,000 m3. The smaller vessel can transport as little as a sixth of the large carriers’ 
cargo volume with shallow drafts and lower daily operating costs. 

As a sign of the long-term scope of bunkering services from ssLNG connected terminals, numerous ports around the world 
have plans for deploying at least one LNG fueled vessel by the end of 2020. While LNG facilities are generally located 
near shipping route hubs, there are cases where LNG recovery in oil producing regions such as the Eagle Ford predicates 
the aggressive adoption of LNG as bunker fuel for oil tankers. 

Besides cruise liners and cargo ships, numerous LNG-fueled oil tankers and container ships are on order, such as the new 
Jones Act Commitment (C) Class LNG-powered ConRo ships operating between the U.S. mainland and Puerto Rico.
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BENEFITS

ISOLATED END-USERS
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LNG offers significant environmental and economic benefits for businesses involved in marine shipping and power 
generation. For example, The Jacksonville Export facility will serve as the Caribbean’s most cost-effective source for loading 
LNG onto small, ocean-going vessels for export to developing countries currently dependent on using heavy fuel oil or 
diesel for power generation. This facility’s economic advantage includes the utilization of a regional supply chain better 
matching small-scale LNG supply volume, proximity and customer demand profile. 

This strategy becomes more effective when the LNG producer partners with a shipper to provide full supply chain solutions 
for end-users. For example, Crowley Fuels and Eagle LNG Partners signed a multi-year agreement to supply a major 
pharmaceutical company in Puerto Rico seeking a cleaner, cost-effective alternative fuel in Puerto Rico with containerized 
LNG. After production at Eagle LNG’s Maxville facility, the LNG is loaded into Crowley’s 10,700-gallon ISO tank containers. 

These ISO containers are then transported via truck and loaded onto Crowley vessels at the Port of Jacksonville (JAXPORT) 
for transportation to Puerto Rico, where Crowley provides truck delivery of the LNG to its customer. This method of providing 
LNG from a local supply point offers simplified logistics and assured supplies at competitive prices for businesses in Puerto 
Rico, the Caribbean and the numerous regional customers who are shifting to natural gas fuel.

Microgrids characterized by smaller, isolated power systems and grids with lower loads have exploded in popularity 
worldwide. It’s very efficient to incorporate LNG into microgrid power generation thanks to their size and structure. 

These microgrids are deployed on small islands dependent on imported fuels and isolated areas with high energy consumption 
for industrial applications, such as when a mining operation requires a self-contained grid to support high industrial energy 
demand; and remote communities, which require electricity for residential use, but don’t have enough energy demand in 
total to justify dedicated generation. These represent the new small volume LNG customer better served by the ssLNG supply 
chain.  

Compared to the natural gas fired power plants in the U.S. with an average of 450 MW generating capacity, power plants 
in the Caribbean, Central America and other remote areas average around 50 MW, ideal for supplying LNG with small 
and flexible ocean-going tankers. 

Bringing clean burning natural gas to off-grid locations in North America is also growing in importance. In these areas, such 
as the Bakken and Eagle Ford shale plays, and remote mining operations in Northern Alberta, LNG supplied power plants 
in the 50 MW generating capacity are augmenting pipeline supply for peak loading or emergency back-up generation.
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CONTINUED GROWTH
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According to the U.S. Pipeline and Hazardous Materials Safety Administration (PHMSA), there are over 160 U.S. LNG 
facilities built or approved, with the majority being ssLNG projects for U.S. domestic peak shaving. Unique among these 
ssLNG projects is the Eagle-Maxville ssLNG facility, serving a niche market of contracted customers and spot market buyers 
in Puerto Rico and Caribbean countries.

The ssLNG tankers, container vessels (transport FEU ISO certified LNG containers) and LNG barges are delivering cargoes 
designed for short distance trading. In most cases, the LNG end-users are land-based industries and power generation 
plants. 

According to S&P Global Analytics, LNG deliveries to the Caribbean and Central America averaged roughly 440 MMcf/d 
in June 2019 (re-gasified volume), a 90 MMcf/d, or 25% increase over the year-ago month. The year-on-year increase 
came primarily from Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic, which both saw roughly 40 MMcf/d increases in deliveries 
this year. 

Against this backdrop, we can expect to see first movers embrace the adaptation of LNG receiving terminals to take the lead 
for capturing economic, environmental and safety benefits.

1. FEU: Forty-foot Equivalent Unit: Ocean-freight term meaning containerized cargo equal to one forty-foot (40 x 8 x 8 feet) or two
    twenty-foot (20 x 8 x 8 feet) containers.
2. MMBtu: Million Btu.
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